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QUESTION: 141 
A server has crashed and will not boot back up. How can you retrieve the Active 
Health System data for hp to review? 
 
 
A. USB drive with data dump tool. 
B. SSH CLI access 
C. ILO 4 web interface 
D. Hp intelligent provisioning 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 142 
Which standard tool designed to monitor conditions and control a Ups that is locally 
or remotely connected to a proiliant Gen 8 server? 
 
 
A. Hp enhanced Battery Manager 
B. Hp Power Manager 
C. Extended Runtime Module 
D. ILO management Engine 
 
 
Answer: B  
 
Explanation:  
Not A: Part of the UPS --> The DSP can simultaneously control multiple power 
converters to optimize system efficiency and other performance characteristics such 
as: enhanced battery management for extended battery life, and improved output 
voltage regulation. 
B: HP Power Manager is a web-based application that enables administrators to 
manage an HP UPS from a browser-based management console 
Not C: Extended Runtime Module is an Battery Shelf for the UPS Not D 
 
 
QUESTION: 143 
Which hp tool is designed to provide automatic full deployment and provisioning of 
a proliant server using the: 
 
 
A. Hp version control repository manager 
B. Hp insight control 
C. Hp system management homepage 
D. Hp smart update manager 
 
 
Answer: B  



Explanation:  
HP Insight Control server provisioning technology 
http: //h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx%2F4AA4-8057ENW.pdf 
If you are performing multi-server bare metal OS provisioning of HP ProLiant rack 
mounted or BladeSystem servers, then HP Insight Control server deployment 
(previously known as HP Insight Rapid Deployment software, or RDP) has been the 
solution of choice from HP. Early in 2013 HP introduced HP Insight Control server 
provisioning, designed to help you streamline server provisioning administrative 
tasks. HP Insight Control server provisioning now serves as the common multi-
server provisioning capability for Insight Control and HP CloudSystem, and is 
included with both. HP has enhanced the out-of-the-box experience and you will 
see how Insight Control server provisioning significantly simplifies the process for 
deploying OS on HP ProLiant bare-metal servers. 
 
 
QUESTION: 144 
Which software component designed to install an hp service pack for prolliant SPP 
on a GEN 8 prolilant server? 
 
 
A. Hp Diagnostics Utility 
B. Hp insight control 
C. Hp system management homepage 
D. Hp smart update manager 
 

 

Answer: D  
 
Explanation:  
HP Smart Update Manager is a product which updates firmware and software on 
HP ProLiant servers, and firmware on HP Integrity servers. 
HP SUM has a browser-based GUI; as well as a scriptable interface using legacy 
command line interface, inputfile, and console modes. 
For more information please see the HP SUM Information Library, 
www.hp.com/go/hpsum/documentation 
 
 
QUESTION: 145 
Which software component designed to install an HP service pack for prolliant SPP 
on a GEN 8 prolilant server? 
 
 
A. Hp Diagnostics Utility 
B. ROM Based Setup Utility (RBSU) 
C. HP SPP Installer 
D. HP Smart Update Manager HP SUM 
 
 
Answer: D 

http://www.hp.com/go/hpsum/documentation
http://www.hp.com/go/hpsum/documentation


QUESTION: 146 
What are the primary security features of HP Agentless Management service? 
(select two) 
 
 
A. It flags unusual OS performance condition 
B. It has 256-bit AES Encryption 
C. It is not Exposed to the system network 
D. It monitors the system for pre-frailer errors. 
 
 
Answer: D, ? 
 
 
QUESTION: 147 
A customer is reporting performance issues when managing their Gen8 servers 
remotely throught the iLO. (select 2) 
 
 
A. process priority level 
B. mouse parameters 
C. reserved memory level 
D. display parameters 
 
 
Answer: B, D  
 
Explanation:  
iLO uses virtual KVM technology to improve Remote Console performance. 
Ideally, the remote server display resolution is the same or lower than that of the 
client computer. 
Higher resolutions transmit more information, reducing the overall performance. 
Use the following client and browser settings to optimize performance: 
Display properties: 
✑ Select  an option greater than 256 colors. 
✑ Select a screen resolution higher than that of the remote server. 
✑ Linux X Display properties—Set the font size to 12 on the X Preferences screen. 
Mouse properties: 
✑ Set the mouse pointer speed to the middle setting. 
✑ Set the mouse pointer acceleration to low or disable it. 
 
 
QUESTION: 148  
DRAG DROP 
Match each server family to the type of environment it has been designed to fit 
Drop and Connect: 
 



 
 
 
Answer: 

Exhibit 

 
 
 
QUESTION: 149  
DRAG DROP 
Match the storage disk drive technology to the correct description Drop and 
Connect: 
 



 
 
 
Answer: 

Exhibit 
 

 
 
 
QUESTION: 150 
What is the best practice recommendation that provides the best price using the 
least space? 
 
 
A. DL 160 Gen8 
B. ML 350 Gen8 



C. DL 360 Gen8 
D. DL 380 Gen8  
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION: 151 
A customer wants to enable HP Integrated-Lights-Out (iLO) security on a DL380p 
Gen8 server. Which HP ressource should you use to verify the corresponding 
system maintenance switch? 
 
 
A. HP Insight-Lights-Out Security Bulletin 
B. HP Proliant Management User Guide 
C. HP Proliant DL380p Gen8 User Guide 
D. HP Proliant DL380p Gen8 QuickSpecs  
 
 
Answer: C 
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